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Lowest Cost Muscletech Anator 7 Praised By MMA & Bodybuilding Supplement Reviews For
Muscle Growth

Anator-p70, a powerful anabolic dose of gene-activating compounds triggers a cascade of events that
strengthens the signals inside your muscle fibers to rapidly accelerate muscle growth.

Dec. 22, 2009 - PRLog -- Anator-p70, a powerful anabolic dose of gene-activating compounds triggers a
cascade of events that strengthens the signals inside your muscle fibers to rapidly accelerate muscle growth.
At the same time, Anator-p70 is engineered to regulate the threatening catabolic signals that prevent muscle
growth. In fact, Anator-p70 activates specific genetic regulators that drive the production of more actin and
myosin – the proteins that actually make up the size and strength of each and every one of your muscle
fibers! With more actin and myosin, your muscle fibers can become larger and are able to contract with
more force so you can haul those heavy-ass weights. With Anator-p70 catapulting your genetic potential
into another realm, increases in muscle size become virtually limitless. No other supplement available can
offer the absurd power of Anator-p70's formula!

"Anator-p70 immediately shuts down the gene regulators that signal muscle breakdown" states fitness
consultant Mike Shuster at http://perfectbodymma.blogspot.com/

"Anator-p70's clinically proven components are triggering massive muscle growth and providing limitless
potential for bodybuilders everywhere. And not just pros either, bodybuilders of all levels are experiencing
massive gains in muscle. The days of genetic restraints are over. Become a genetic freak with Anator-p70".
   
Building on research completed at the prestigious University of Nottingham, Team MuscleTech™ invested
more than five years into developing Anator-p70's advanced formula. Team MuscleTech relentlessly
explored cutting-edge research in order to identify the key genetic triggers of muscle growth. After
identifying PKB, mTOR and p70S6K as the master genetic regulators responsible for muscle growth, and
FOXO and MAFbx as the genetic regulators that limit muscle growth, Anator-p70's one-of-a-kind formula
was born.
Muscle Synthesis

"Your DNA is the brains of each muscle cell. Depending on the enzyme signal your DNA is sent, you can
either build or break down muscle. ANATOR-p70 activates the key signaling cascade mTOR, PKB, and
p70S6K, which ultimately leads to faster muscle growth you just can't get with any other bodybuilding
supplement," adds Shuster.

Anator-p70 is designed to target and instantly activate gene regulators that increase muscle size. Not only
that, but it is also engineered to turn off the gene regulators that signal muscle breakdown! Anator-p70's key
ingredients are scientifically designed to stimulate these master genetic regulators – it is truly unrivaled in
its formulation and in the incredible musclebuilding results it gives.

Master Control of Muscle Growth at the Molecular Level - Anator-p70 is designed to control muscle
growth signalling processes right down to the molecular level. Key components of Anator-p70 activate
complex switches deep within muscle cells, including the important biochemical regulator, mTOR, which is
a critical initiator of muscle protein synthesis. What's more, the formula of Anator-p70 is designed to shut
down the activity of FOXO and MAFbx, key biochemical mediators of catabolic gene signaling.

Anator-p70 not only turns on muscle growth, but it's also engineered to maintain that signaling and works
to prevent other proteins known as FOXO from entering the cell, which would normally signal muscle
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catabolism, the dreaded process of muscle breakdown. From that point, a complicated process initiates in
which signals originating from the nucleus travel to the cytoplasm, the area of the cell outside of the
nucleus. Combined with regular training these genetic regulators (p70S6K, PKB, and mTOR) act on the
cells' machinery and create the proteins that build muscle.

The bottom line is that where genetic limitations were previously your barrier, you will now be able to take
full and unrestricted advantage of every trip to the gym in a way you never were able to before. Unleash
your genetic potential.

"Many of us have genetic limitations when it comes to growth, and not everyone has the natural ability to
build huge muscle mass when following a proper diet and workout program. After all the hard training and
dieting you've done over the years, are you still not 100 percent satisfied with your physique? Do you want
to get bigger and grow more muscle but just don't know how? Anator-p70™ is the answer. Anator-p70
conquers genetic limitations by triggering muscle growth at the molecular level", adds Shuster.

Free your muscles from the shackles of less-than stellar growth and prepare to experience unrestricted gains
in muscle size and strength with the world's most powerful gene-activating musclebuilding product ever
developed – Anator-p70™. Whether you've been issued the "hardgainer" set of genes or you're genetically
gifted, Anator-p70 is capable of maximizing the genetic musclebuilding potential of any bodybuilder!

For more info, please visit http://perfectbodymma.blogspot.com/
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